T
he Lausanne movement, inaugurated with the 1974 Lausanne Congress on World Evangelization, has become a potent symbol of evangelical unity in mission, and its Covenant, a representative statement of the mission theology of evangelicalism, as exemplified by Billy Graham and John Stott. It also became a focal point for conflicts that arose when evangelicals sought to fulfill their understanding of the Gospel mandate at the same time as a changing church met a changing world. This article briefly explores the way in which an evangelical response to the emerging ecumenical movement of the 1960s became the locus for conflicting understandings of evangelism and evangelistic priorities from the 1970s to the present day-a period when evangelicalism realized its own cultural, spiritual, and political diversity in the midst of vast changes in world social and political structures.
The Aftermath of Edinburgh 1910
In 1910 it appeared as if the movement to spread Christianity worldwide was a virtually unstoppable force. The key strategic and theological fissures among Western missionaries seemed to have been largely resolved at the great mission conference at Edinburgh. Yet only half a century later, Christian missionaries believed their movement to be in disarray. The word "crisis" appears repeatedly in missionaries' own characterizations of mission in mid-twentieth century, and in place of regular worldwide mission conferences, there emerged two distinct and often mutually antagonistic mission movements claiming the mandate of 1910.
At the end of the Second World War a convergence of forces challenged existing understandings of Christian mission: the end of formal colonialism and the rise of dozens of new independent nations, the emergence of the Communist world as an existential threat to Western Christendom, the nuclear arms race and the Cold-War efforts by the First and Second Worlds to establish hegemony over the Third World, the creation of the nonaligned movement of newly independent nations, the postwar de-Christianization of Western Europe, and the growth of independent Christian leaders and churches elsewhere. Out of this situation the ecumenical and evangelical movements emerged as distinct Christian responses, each drawing on significant new synergies, and each with significantly different concerns.
Ecumenical Mission
The World Council of Churches (WCC) had its political center of gravity in Europe, being dominated by historic Protestant denominations on both sides of the Atlantic. As a formal successor to the great mission conferences earlier in the century, the WCC represented both a drive toward church unity and the unity
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Robert A. Hunt of the churches in mission. It was able to draw on the substantial financial and personnel resources of member denominations and their large mission agencies, as well as the interest of Western governments in encouraging programs of social, economic, and political development as bulwarks against Communist influence in the Third World. As a council of churches, it had direct contact with the church and mission leaders of its constituent members, interests to either expand or defend in virtually every newly independent nation as well as the Communist world, and historic links with student and youth movements, which continued to provide its leaders. Thus engaged, from the 1950s to the 1970s the WCC moved toward expansive understandings of the missio Dei, the "mission/sending of God," that could include much more than personal evangelism in the Christian mandate. Such understandings addressed the crisis of a mission that was seen as too narrow to address the challenges of the postcolonial world. Yet they could arguably, quite apart from stated theological commitments, devalue the need for personal conversion.
Evangelical Mission
In the same period a trans-Atlantic and increasingly international conservative evangelical movement distanced itself from fundamentalism and separatism in the United States. It gained confidence through association with emerging movements in Britain associated with John Stott, James Packer, and the Intervarsity Christian Fellowship. Treated with hostility by fundamentalists and granted recognition within ecumenical and mainline circles through the charm and effectiveness of Billy Graham, the movement drew on evangelicals within mainstream Protestant churches, as well as those affiliated with Baptist, independent, and nondenominational churches worldwide. The economic boom of the postwar American South and West and the quest for certainty and stability in the fresh reality of the Cold-War era fueled its work and its relevance. In the United States, associations like the Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association, World Evangelical Fellowship, and National Association of Evangelicals shared a growing constituency that was ready to engage postwar society and was confident of its message. Centers of theological learning such as Fuller, Trinity Evangelical, Asbury, Wheaton, and Gordon-Conwell embraced the scholarly study of Christianity. Publishers such as Eerdmans addressed theological and social issues from an evangelical standpoint, and theologians like Edward Carnell and Carl Henry earned the respect, sometimes grudging, of other traditions.
In its mission outreach evangelicalism was increasingly receptive to and informed by the social sciences, which provided insights not only into effective cross-cultural communication but also for advertising, fund-raising, and mission management and analysis. Perhaps most important, evangelicals were increasingly disenchanted with developments in the WCC and the ways in which that organization began to emphasize social and political action over evangelism, not to mention its perceived universalism and even syncretism in theology. When the International Missionary Council was brought under the WCC umbrella in 1961, its emerging understanding of mission was politicized in ways that evangelical constituencies neither understood nor trusted.
Like church and mission leaders associated with the WCC, In the face of these threats they believed that only conversion to Christ could save both individuals and society, and that evangelism was the only appropriate focus of mission. Leaders of the conservative evangelicals often had no particular status in denominational structures or formal relationships with the WCC, so it appears in retrospect that it was only a matter of time before emerging global evangelicalism would seek to unite in an alternative common movement to convert the world to Christ. The result would be a new type of world mission leader, drawn from the ranks of evangelists and large-church pastors worldwide, a new kind of nondenominational mission organization, and a new kind of cooperation in mission based on a commitment to effective, entrepreneurial evangelism aimed at individual conversion and church planting in every land and people unreached by the Gospel.
Billy Graham and his organization, the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, were paradigmatic examples of emerging evangelical leadership. Unlike an earlier generation of revival preachers, Graham, a brilliant and charismatic preacher, based his evangelistic priority in the context of a vision for the formation of a new Christian establishment both in the West and in newly emerging nations. This motivated him to launch Christianity Today, a periodical intended as a counterpart to the intellectual offerings of mainline Protestantism, in particular, Christian Century.
More important, in the years before the first Lausanne conference, in 1974, Graham's organization pioneered a form of grassroots cooperation in evangelism that cemented ties with evangelical leaders worldwide and could support worldwide undertakings on the scale of the 1910 Edinburgh conference. This form of cooperation largely bypassed established church hierarchies to involve sympathetic local pastors and congregations in publicizing, financing, and following up on Graham's revival meetings. It thus drew on organizational and financial resources from across the Christian community rather than from within a single denomination. It was a structure that was functional and task-oriented rather than fitting itself to a traditional ecclesial model, and it appeared uniquely suited to evangelism in the postcolonial world.
Lausanne Precursors
Two events in 1966 may be seen as precursors of the Lausanne movement. The first, and indirect, precursor was the Congress on the Church's Worldwide Mission, held at Wheaton College. It was organized by the Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association of the National Association of Evangelicals and by the Evangelical Foreign Missions Association. The final declaration of the conference addressed in detail the need for evangelical consensus based on a confidence in the inerrancy of Scripture, the urgency of preparation of the world for Christ's return, and the critical need to challenge syncretism, neo-universalism, accusations of proselytism as a hindrance to evangelism, and the dangers of accommodation to neo-Romanism (i.e., post-Vatican II Catholicism). In addition, the declaration affirmed the need for the multiplication of new churches, the enduring validity of "foreign missions," the need for unity (but not union) in evangelical witness, the need for both social-scientific and spiritual evaluations of mission, the need to address social issues scripturally, and preeminently, in the face of a hostility whose source is Satan, the urgency of a commitment to world evangelism. 1 The second, and direct, precursor to the Lausanne movement was the Congress on World Evangelism, held in Berlin in 1966 and organized by the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and Christianity Today. Graham's opening speech began with a reference to the Edinburgh mission conference of 1910 and its emphasis on the evangelism of the world "in our generation." He went on to reiterate many of the major concerns of the 1966 Wheaton congress. Yet while the Wheaton conference had only grudgingly allowed observers from the ecumenical movement, Graham placed the congress in Berlin as an heir to Edinburgh and in some ways a companion to and resource for the churches rather than an antagonist of the WCC. Thus he invited participants and observers from all churches, including the Roman Catholic Church. While Graham rebuked what he called modern theology and humanistic interpretations of the Gospel, his emphasis on confusion about evangelism as the problem of the churches allowed him to assert the importance of a clear evangelistic mandate to save souls while affirming (albeit as secondary) ecumenical intentions and social action. His address to the congress also laid out a framework for understanding different biblical methods of evangelism that could form the framework for a strategy of global evangelism. Subsequent sessions, led by church leaders from across the globe, demonstrated the shift in the center of global Christianity southward and eastward from the West and took up specific methodological and strategic concerns raised by the plenary speakers. In particular, attention was given to the role of social sciences and then-emerging technologies in achieving the goal of converting the entire world to Christ. The conference inspired further regional conferences in Southeast Asia, Latin America, the United States, and Australia. 3 Despite the diversity of the Berlin congress and the range of its concerns, Graham and his organization in the following years became further cognizant of changes in global Christianity. They believed that Berlin and its successors had uncovered the need for a larger, more representative, and more expansive approach to framing the Christian message and its evangelistic mandate in relation to current problems. If nothing else, the Berlin congress had alerted Graham, and all those in attendance, to challenges outside the West that could not be comprehended through the lens of Western evangelical concerns with theological liberalism, humanism, Communism, poverty, and race relations. As factors demanding the attention of evangelicals worldwide, Graham would eventually note the importance of the growth of "younger churches" as mission-sending churches, the rapid rise of the charismatic movement, the enormous growth of Christianity outside the West, and signs of religious revival in Europe and the United States.
Lausanne I
To address these and other concerns the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association organized the International Congress on World Evangelization, held in 1974 in Lausanne, Switzerland, to which over 2,700 delegates from over 150 countries were invited. Graham now saw the Edinburgh conference of 1910 as having issued forth in two streams of mission cooperation worldwide. For Graham the ecumenical stream, institutionalized in the WCC, was deficient in both its theological grounding and its evangelistic commitment. And Graham's theological analysis of the world situation remained unchanged from his outlook in 1966. It was a world that he characterized as being on the brink of Armageddon, full of spiritual emptiness, and yet also possessing in the Christian Gospel the answer to humanity's most fundamental needs and questions. Evangelicals thus needed to unite, spiritually more than institutionally, and remain united under the first principles of scriptural authority, commitment to personal salvation, development of the best tools and practices for evangelism, and a hopeful outlook for the conversion of the entire world. The Lausanne congress was to be a congress on evangelization, not merely evangelism. 4 While Graham clearly set an agenda for the Lausanne congress, his effort to create a worldwide movement drawing on the enthusiasm of the newer churches brought differing, and sometimes discordant, voices to Lausanne. Peter Wagner, Ralph Winter, and others were pressing for a focus on "unreached peoples" to unite evangelistic efforts. It was a conceptualization of human societies as discreet ethnocultural units that was in accord with Donald McGavran's "homogeneous unit principle." But not all evangelicals agreed with either that emphasis or the strategies it entailed. 5 John Stott and British evangelicals put forward the importance of Christians addressing social problems as integral to evangelism. More controversial voices from Latin America, notably René Padilla and Orlando Costas, challenged naive concepts of either evangelism or social action divorced from the realities of cultural imperialism and the demand for social justice. 6 Nor was this merely a matter of differing understandings of evangelism. Padilla and others saw an evangelical focus on strategy rather than theological reflection as a weakness in the movement. 7 These differences over the necessity for and forms of social engagement, and the relative priority of theory and practice, arose out of widely different cultural and sociopolitical settings. They appeared as, and were, critiques of American evangelicals both in their actions and their basic self-understanding. And they revealed divisions in world evangelicalism, even as it united around the Lausanne Covenant. 8 In an echo of Edinburgh 1910, the Lausanne congress ended with a call by delegates for a continuation committee, and so the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization was organized in 1975 in Mexico City under the leadership of Leighton Ford. It inherited the tensions of Lausanne but did not resolve them when it articulated the aim of the movement as furthering "the total biblical mission of the Church, recognizing that in this mission of sacrificial service, evangelism is primary, and that our particular concern must be the [then 2,700 million] unreached people of the world." 9 Instead, these tensions led to further discussions in the initial four working groups: on intercession, theology, strategy, and communication. Consultations held in 1977 (homogeneous unit principle), 1978 (Gospel and culture), 1980 (simple lifestyle), and 1982 (evangelism and social responsibility) likewise revealed, and sometimes intensified, disagreements. 10 Later, four more working groups were added: one each on leadership development, resource mobilization, and technology, and a joint business, government, education, media, and medical working group. In addition to these issue-based working groups, regional leaders were appointed and committees were formed to continue the movement at more local levels. The international working groups and regional Lausanne committees have organized subsequent Lausanne consultations, out of which a whole range of study papers and documents have emerged that define the Lausanne movement as a whole under the Lausanne Covenant as a unifying expression of its commitments.
Within the breadth of interests it came to embrace, the Lausanne movement was distinguished from the "ecumenical stream" of global Christianity not only by its commitment to personal evangelism but also by the focus of its working groups. The majority of the working groups are oriented toward the emphasis in the Lausanne movement on continually resourcing the task of world evangelism. By placing intercession as a resource on a par with strategic planning and mastery of contemporary communication methods, the committee affirmed the underlying ethos of evangelical piety that focuses reliance on God's power to intervene in human hearts and affairs. The addition of a working group on business, government, education, media, and medical issues is indicative of the ways that the movement grew to recognize the need for practical partnership in "the mission of sacrificial service."
Post-Lausanne Consultations
The most significant consultation in revealing the divisions in the Lausanne movement was the 1980 Lausanne Consultation on World Evangelization (LCWE), held in Pattaya, Thailand. It came only months after the WCC assembly in Melbourne, which had focused attention on the poor as agents of God's mission and sharply critiqued the role of power in Western-led missions.
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Intended to be a working consultation, the meeting at Pattaya became embroiled in controversy over whether the Lausanne movement would maintain a commitment to social responsibility as essential to evangelism and whether the understanding of "unreached peoples" put forward by Peter Wagner was theologically adequate to understand the nature of God's mission. 12 Two hundred delegates expressed their concern to the LCWE in the form of an open letter but received what Orlando Costas regarded as a "cool and disappointing" reaction. 13 The 1982 consultation "Relationship Between Evangelism and Social Action" went some distance toward resolving the first of these conflicts, recognizing a threefold relationship of evangelism to social action as a consequence, a partner, and a bridge.
14 Only in 1989, however, did the implications of how the "unreached" are defined reveal (at least for some delegates) the inadequacy of this formulation. The theological conclusions reached by the WCC at Melbourne, which animated Costas and Padilla in Pattaya, remained unaddressed.
Lausanne II: Manila
The Second International Congress on World Evangelization, held in 1989 in Manila, Philippines, and which issued the Manila Manifesto, brought into focus a number of ways in which the movement was evolving. Billy Graham's involvement had lessened over the decade as he concentrated on his particular form of evangelism. While Leighton Ford administered the LCWE, John Stott emerged as an elder statesman of the movement, who was linked neither to the pragmatism (and defensiveness) of the American leadership nor to the apparent social radicalism of the Latin American and African theologians.
The Manila conference also marked the first significant involvement of evangelicals associated with the charismatic movement and global Pentecostalism, albeit with no plenary discussion of their impact on evangelism. Rather, the conference was dominated (as the Pattaya conference had been) by strategic definitions of the unevangelized as "unreached people groups" living in the "10/40 window" and by the goal of evangelizing the entire world by the year 2000. This strategic/pragmatic approach to evangelism, the failure to recognize many sociopo-litical forces in understanding unreached peoples, and the lack of recognition for the ways that Pentecostalism and the charismatic movement were shaping evangelism and evangelical churches were symptomatic of a top-down approach to organizing that simultaneously alienated and marginalized evangelical leaders from the emerging Global South. 15 Equally difficult for the movement was the subsequent reduction in financial support from the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, plus what seemed to be Graham's waning interest in the movement. 16 From the standpoint of many leaders of the Two-Thirds World, represented by Samuel Escobar, Lausanne II revealed significant forces pulling the Lausanne movement away from the holistic understanding of mission found in Lausanne I and toward uncritical attitudes toward imperialism, marketing strategy, and technology. Three different missiological trends emerged, according to Escobar. The first is a postimperial missiology coming from both continental Europe and Britain that interrogates both past and present mission practice in light of the demands of God's reign for liberation and ecumenism. The second is what Escobar calls managerial missiology, associated with a false urgency, an uncritical reliance on technology, and the instrumental use both of the social sciences and of spiritual practices. The third is a critical missiology emerging in a variety of forms from Two-Thirds World theologians and church leaders who are particularly concerned with the poor and marginalized as agents of God's mission rather than as merely recipients of evangelistic outreach. 17 The fissiparousness of the Lausanne movement as revealed in critiques of Lausanne II was a manifestation not only of long-unresolved conflicts but also of a rapidly changing world situation and emerging ways in which the evangelistic task was being understood quite apart from those identified by Escobar. After the 1989 WCC Conference on World Mission and Evangelism, in San Antonio, Texas, it appeared as if the theological differences, if not the sense of urgency, that had divided the evangelical and ecumenical movements had almost disappeared. The rapid breakup of the Soviet Union had rendered irrelevant the politics of American evangelism in the international realm. The U.S. culture wars of the 1990s and then the real wars following 9/11 increasingly isolated major concerns of American evangelicals from those of the rest of the world. Most important, a combination of theological, sociological, political, and economic analyses of unevangelized humanity would bring to light both new global concerns such as the environment and a wide variety of different ways to parse evangelistic concern. The 2004 Forum for World Evangelization (co-sponsored by the LCWE) identified thirty-one priority issues, many related to the social location and characteristics of the unevangelized. That the world was in need of the Gospel was readily affirmed. That humans could be understood in categories as simple as saved and unsaved, or as unreached peoples with distinctive cultures, seems to have appeared naive. Notably at this forum new leaders were installed for the LCWE, marking a transition that heralded the 2010 Cape Town congress.
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Lausanne III: Cape Town
The Cape Town congress was substantially different from its predecessors because of the voice given to large numbers of leaders and delegates from the Two-Thirds World, as well as a structure that both invited these leaders into the plenary sessions and made room for them in so-called multiplex sessions covering nineteen different themes and topics. These included emerging challenges such as evangelism in oral cultures, mission populations in diaspora, and the emergent megacities of the world. While the final version of the Cape Town Commitment had yet to be issued at the time this article was written, the draft is notable for its recognition of the complexity of the human situations to which Christians are called to respond in love, and the comprehensiveness with which it speaks of the triune God, the Gospel of Christ, and the church. The reaffirmation of the Lausanne Covenant and Manila Manifesto with which it begins only highlights the extent to which at Cape Town the Lausanne movement had become, if not necessarily divided or even in tension, so varied that its constituent parts found no need to come into conflict. From a practical standpoint evangelical unity appears to have been replaced by the fostering of a wide variety of evangelistic partnerships, with the result that no agenda, strategy, or theological assessment of the world situation either predominates or is necessary in order to mobilize the churches to evangelize. It remains to be seen how and whether this rich tapestry clothes the spiritual unity that Billy Graham sought thirty-six years earlier. 
